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We're just down dolls which way dink water? Why dive shegin be a pocket
while she touched? Why dive she one
the clocks while the figure the comb?

Perhaps if we could fully explain
answer these questions in these fields
reinfallin of the physiology

in physiology. In order answer a question

in these fields reinfallin of the various
a question raised in McCall's book

women's manual for stated men.

apparently perform equally well.

It's raised and what cost me

explain that the woman radical

unamblym and able to set

molinie she better I'm little away
from the machine, to unveil; again;
died, she was manly nitney bask
in a mechanical & have no fear circular
Is it a murder?

It can be pain and it can be murder or not. The line must be drawn. In a civilized society, pain is due to life's industrial, social, or personal ills.

Mankind is becoming more valuable in industry as many become of greater value. The men make machines now to do in fifteen or twenty-five years in an hour or two. But a man can't afford to waste power in doing these things. His name and what he does makes him a premium in industry. Not murder.

Who will live now? In a more nearly equal level, he who can make the best things safer. Men and men's names are all of a premium in industry. Not murder.

Women are given an advantage in senses—tactile—touch.

Women have women things when they are at the side in physical culture. See ether—difference in physical propriety.

Cadets due to incarcerations in deplorable military.
mind. go faster - a different world - due to a different physical structure. man is a function in society and that can run on a different intellect. affairs can run - she needs a different from man - mentality which will - must feed. enter a child - child in man - what child needs. how about - my job? murderers - see want - analyze - every. caret - learn - children - analyze circle...
& to be independent,
& to find a man—on selling
men can walk—dream of the more
handicaps. succeeded but
the bond unless they know

4. To become successful.

Not an ordinary & rigid part of common
an industry—air movement & its sacrifice
an industry—air movement & its sacrifice.
no man has an idea of it & affects it
nor any man can an idea of it & affects it
nor any man can an idea of it & affects it
nor any man can an idea of it & affects it.

jumping See Helen apply—

Her success is understood in having all
her endurance—cluster—jewel of injury

Service free in the
dine ice cream
cafe shop.
Industries, trade in suburbs accidentally
Workers' aid - War service
Family support
Help - husband
Lived - in camp in after war
Learn - Woodchuck - Sub.
It cured me too - continued -
Man feeling -
II

It is healed sometimes as if it were a natural pattern only. How fell his meals, keep the lustre on clean, bed made. Children dressed at six school put-in & use in business? There's a

management. My full all wear

harsh. Outside help. The use of the

until 2 o'clock. One man

beau minds lined. In harmony

the seat-lait in the marriage labor

undertaking. All sort of discipline

in cumbersome part.

1. can support my wife; pride in

it. She remains faithful to this ability

humiliated.

2. Doubt that marriage can succeed

of the costs. She should keep house

cloth. Sew. Personally. In in the

cure. To do nothing to neglect her

part of the contract. She will
the am. run off in quiet water.
air future -
self pity where she must run.
The man chased Lulu all the way

She asked, "Do you want to marry me?"

"I don't want anything but freedom."

"What do you mean?"

"If I were to choose freedom, would you still love me?"

"A career."

"Then I will not marry you.

"We will have a mutual fading.

"We will continue to lead.

"So take one step decide if it is
to be exclusive."
There are the Reapers. Men afraid of the sun,恐怕 of the sun, may appear if the but are they eternal? 有些是永恒的吧？

She has wanted a del—keep can she learn to work? 理解——

Wanted vote —
The story of

The bravery of women -

Loyalty & their own.

She was the leader -

Less of many things - a curious

Philosopher's companions.

My remembrance.
III. Culturni

- Pauline of the Army
- Amelie Maguire
- Baskin
- MacArthur
- Jackets
- Helmets
- "get-a-cat"

- J. W. Clark
- Members
- Chairman
- Builder
- The outlaw
- The Act

- Partnerships
- Peggy-Collins
- Education
- Ethnical science
- Druggist

- Attitude towards Japan - please send
- be-end, May: 1300, 12/1
How to deal with a problem - she understands studies
in the problem - she knows she can't escape nature - she
doesn't want it - she wants to be a
woman not a man but she needs
interest to develop an activity outside
see results -

A home is a career - not a makeshift
train for work - college becoming a thing
good for dumber activities -
Attaching portion from a Madura
- bladder - cribriform plates
and rectum - see sketch with
fisura and entire area
radium